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Aries
(March 21-April 20)
Make sure you avoid everything that affects
your health. Businessmen are likely to suffer
some setbacks on failing to meet the deadline.
Court matters might go in your favor but restrain your overwhelming joy. Make sure you
don’t surrender yourself under physical passions to save romantic bond. You will be at the
limelight in a social gathering provided you attend.
Lucky Number : 1/Lucky Colour : Maroon

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
Mental clarity gives a decisive edge over all
competitors at professional front. A new source
of income will generate through inluential contacts. Attending a social event/family function
brings a romantic encounter. Vacation planning’s might go wrong- so keep an eye on it.
Investing internationally means you have to follow their laws on real estate.
Lucky Number : 18
Lucky Colour : Pink

Libra
(September 24-October 23)
A very good week is foreseen illed with happiness & vitality. Your creativity will amaze
people around you besides enhancing career
prospects. Yoga and meditation would help in
keeping in shape and mentally agile. You get
some inancial rewards as dedication & hard
work gets noticed.
Sharing candyloss and toffees with lover/beloved would bring unlimited joy.
Lucky Number : 5/Lucky Colour : Chocolate

Taurus
(April 21-May 20)
Travel undertaken for monetary gains will fall
short of expectations. Blindly following the
lover/beloved would cheat you. Wrong decisions of the past investments could cause frustration & mental stress. Body pain and sleep
related problems can’t be ruled out. But try to
be positive as things will change for good with
time. Colleagues and subordinates will lend a
helping hand enabling to complete the work on
time.
Lucky Number : 3/ucky Colour : Purple

Leo
(July 23-August 23)
Make sure you avoid overreacting to tense situations at family front. Stress is likely to result
in minor mental tension. Take immediate step
to wither it. If possible avoid wearing clothes
to a party, which could offend love partner. By
traveling you will learn about new places, ultimately it’s a great deal for yourself. You will
have to go out of the way to buy your dream
house.
Lucky Number : 22
Lucky Colour : Light Grey

Scorpio
(October 24-November 22)
You attain a bloom in health on sharing happiness with others. Your travel experience is going to be an extent of sharing your knowledge
and communication. Selling your plot might increase your bank balance. Don’t get surprised if
an unexpected gift comes to your way. Remain
self-conident & determined. This is the secret
mantra of succeeding at work.
Lucky Number : 4
Lucky Colour : Turquoise

Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
An important development at personal front this
week brings jubilation for entire family. Real
estate investment would be lucrative. The company of love partner makes you forget about
the work. A cheerful state of mind would allow
enjoying the perfect health. Use sharp thinking
and ability to formulate quick strategies to bring
positive results.
Lucky Number : 2/Lucky Colour : Yellow

Virgo
(August 24-September 23)
Plan and enjoy a holiday, little hussle- bussle
might be possible. The plot you were looking
for can be proitable from investment point of
view. New job opportunities for some will be
better than expected. You are likely to handle
tough situations at work during this week. You
need to develop self-trust to encourage yourself
to ight illness.
Lucky Number : 11/Lucky Colour : Orange

Your Number
Defines You
Predictions for the week 24th Dec
To 30th 2017}
Number 1 {SUN}: {Those born
on the 1st, 10th, 19th and 28th in
any month}
There might be matters at work
that require your immediate attention but there complexity scares you
a bit. Smile and adopt an optimistic
approach and you might be able to
work out the answers to all the questions. People who have planned a
trip with their family might probably need to reconsider that option
due to sudden developments on the
work front.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday
and Friday.
Number 2 {MOON} {Those
born on the 2nd, 11th, 20th and
29th in any month}
Faith and trust in the capabilities of others might be avoided this
week. You might appear vulnerable
to people but internally you know
your strengths quiet well. Try to
work towards achieving a harmony
between the internal and the outside
world and you might probably come
out a winner. People in the creative

domain might need to look for more
emotionally satisfying options rather than monetary satisfaction.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday
and Friday.
Number 3 {JUPITER} {Those
born on the 3rd, 12th, 21st and
30th in any month}
Personal relationships might
probably go smoother than you had
probably expected them. Colleagues
or seniors might get irritated on trivial things. Avoid getting into workplace worries that are not directly
related to you or your area. However, the fault might not be in your
method but the system in which you
have been. Be tolerant towards their
actions and they might eventually
realize their shortsightedness.
Lucky Days: Sunday, Wednesday
and Saturday.
Number 4 {URANUS} {Those
born on the 4th, 13th, 22nd and
31st in any month}
Patience might be the key to all
your dilemmas and confusions related to personal life. The situation
might not be as grave and dificult
to handle as it is probably looking

Sagittarius
(November 23-December 21)
You will be utterly delighted on receiving unexpected accolades. Proits are certain if investment is made with proper guidance. Confusion
might leave you stranded preventing from deciding what to do next. Don’t worry everything
changes with time so will your romantic life.
Relatives are likely to crave for attention, which
you ind dificult to fulill.
Lucky Number : 17
Lucky Colour : White

Capricorn
(December 22-January 21)
You are likely to be very diplomatic in handling
opponents. A new inancial deal gets inalized
paving the way for fresh money. Someone’s
timely help would enable visualizing succeeding in an exam or competition. Chances of recovering from physical ailment are high. You
are likely to appear supportive by your depth
of understanding on solving complicated problems of friends.
Lucky Number : 7
Lucky Colour : Royal Blue
Aquarius
(January 22-February 19)
A happy time is foreseen in the company of
friends and relatives as they do many favours
to you. If you are thinking of escaping from
the hectic daily routine- plan a trip. Engaging
yourself with some voluntary work would help
in looking yourself positively. Self-conidence
& discipline will be required to bring positive
results in competitive examinations.
Lucky Number : 2
Lucky Colour : Lavender
Pisces
(February 20-March 20)
Financial position will improve later in the
week. Being extra ordinary comfortable on an
oficial trip might affect your work. Avoid late
night parties and wasting valuable time otherwise it will irritate family members. Better to
ignore those who come for temporary loans to
you in this week. Romantic imagination would
keep you in a jovial & cheerful mood.
Lucky Number : 9/Lucky Colour : Coffee
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from a distance. Try to put yourself
in the opposite person’s shoe and
you might be able to solve the mystery behind their actions. At work,
you might earn the respect your colleagues give to your seniors.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday
and Friday.
Number 5 {MERCURY} {those
born on the 5th, 14th and 23rd in
any month}
Things might be a little obscure
as far as work is concerned during
the irst part of the week. However,
as time progresses things might surprise as well as delight you with
their unfolding. Avoid losing conidence in your capabilities even if
some people have a negative opinion about you. Minor issues related
to inances might be settled and give
you peace of mind.
Lucky Days: Sunday and Thursday.
Number 6 {VENUS} {those
born on the 6th, 15th and 24th in
any month}
Positive vibes from colleagues,
juniors and seniors in the professional domain might motivate you

to take on newer responsibilities.
You might also feel as if being in
total be in command of your life and
its progress.
Avoid spending too much on materialistic pleasure and save a little
for the rainy day. If you wish than
you can also explore partnership opportunities.
Lucky Days: Sunday, Wednesday
and Saturday.
Number 7 {NEPTUNE} {those
born on the 7th, 16th and 25th in
any month}
The week ahead might probably
be a mixed bag of emotions and surprises.
There might be some opportunities that you can cash on and some
opportunities that might go a miss.
Use your logical faculties to help
you come out of the situation and
use the factors to your advantage.
You might also receive appreciation
for your detailed and exhaustive administrative skills at work.
Lucky Days: Monday, Thursday
and Friday.
Number 8 {SATURN} {those
born on the 8th, 17th and 26th in

any month}
You might have been indirectly
learning from people and their mistakes. This knowledge might aid
you in understanding the workings
of the system at work and ways you
can use your tact.
Try to be a little diplomatic when
colleagues ask your advice if you
want to keep yourself out of unnecessary trouble. The overview of
relationships might look bright and
promising for the time being.
Lucky Days: Sunday and Thursday.
Number 9 {MARS} {those born
on the 9th, 18th and 27th in any
month}
People planning to start off with
their own business or looking out for
opportunities to fund their entrepreneurship ventures might be able to
get some resources for the same.
Try to keep your mind open to
suggestions from your near and dear
ones and take one-step at a time. Romantic alliances might also develop
towards the later part of the week
and keep you occupied.
Lucky Days: Sunday, Wednesday
and Saturday.
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CAREGIVER
LIVE-IN-NANNY - Punjabi
family in Brampton is looking
for a Full Time Nanny for their
2 kids, 2yrs and 4yrs old.
Working hours: 40, Applicant
must have training/ Diploma in
Caregiver and must be be fluent in Punjabi. Lodge and
board provided. Please contact Surinder Singh Natt 905488-3372
or
email
at
nattsurindersingh@gmail.com
0112

------------------------------------CAREGIVER REQUIRED Castlemore area in Brampton
needed a mature lady with a
friendly nature for an Elderly

care bed-ridden mother. Looking after and cleaning. Please
call Sukhi at 647-986-5956
-------------------------------------

HOUSEKEEPING

HOUSEKEEPER REQUIRED
- Live in house keeper needed
for a religious vegetarian
Hindu family in Mississauga.
Must be pure vegetarian. Couple or single lady over 40
years welcome. Call jaimala:
1208
416-569-7795
-------------------------------------

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

DRIVER / OWNER-OPERATOR REQUIRED - Cargo

World Logistics immediately
requires Owner operators for
round trips to Dallas, Texas
and Buffalo. Must have more
than 3 years of experience for
long haul, can apply as single
or as team. Call at 905-698s0819
0048
------------------------------------CHEF REQUIRED specializing in Indian food, Tandoori
and Curry at HOST Restaurant - Toronto, Richmond Hill
& Mississaugan
locations,
F/T, Salary 30k-40K Fax 647439-1404 or call 905-882S308
4678.
-------------------------------------
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